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ABSTRACT: Detection of high-energy neutrinos from distant astrophysical sources will open a new window on the Universe. The detection principle exploits the measurement of Cherenkov light emitted by charged particles resulting from neutrino interactions in the matter containing the telescope. A novel multi-PMT digital optical module (DOM) was developed to contain 31 3-inch photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). In order to maximize the detector sensitivity, each PMT will be surrounded by an expansion cone which collects photons that would otherwise miss the photocathode. Results for various angles of incidence with respect to the PMT surface indicate an increase in collection efficiency by 30 % on average for angles up to 45 • with respect to the perpendicular. Ray-tracing calculations could reproduce the measurements, allowing to estimate an increase in the overall photocathode sensitivity, integrated over all angles of incidence, by 27 % (for a single PMT). Prototype DOMs, being built by the KM3NeT consortium, will be equipped with these expansion cones.
KEYWORDS: Large detector systems for particle and astroparticle physics; Cherenkov detectors; Optical detector readout concepts; Instrument optimization.
Introduction 1
KM3NeT [1] is a future deep-sea research infrastructure hosting a neutrino telescope with a volume 2 of several cubic kilometers to be constructed in the Mediterranean Sea. The design, construction 3 and operation of the KM3NeT neutrino telescope will be pursued by a consortium formed by 4 numerous research institutes currently involved in the ANTARES [2], NEMO [3] and NESTOR [4] 5 pilot projects. These Mediterranean pilot projects have been exploring the technologies, building 6 prototypes and deploying small scale telescopes. Since May 30, 2008, the ANTARES underwater 7 neutrino telescope has been fully operational. Although being the largest neutrino detector viewing 8 the Galactic Center through the Earth as a shield against atmospheric muons, an efficient search for 9 high-energy (1-1000 TeV) neutrinos originating from galactic and extra-galactic sources requires a 10 much larger deep-sea Neutrino Telescope.
11
The detection principle exploits the measurement of Cherenkov light emitted by charged sec-12 ondary particles resulting from neutrino interactions in the matter surrounding the telescope. Ac- 
Multi-PMT DOM

22
The multi-PMT DOM is an alternative to the conventional approach using one single 10-inch PMT 23 or larger, and has several advantages. The total photocathode area that can be fitted in a standard 24 17-inch diameter glass pressure sphere is significantly larger when using many small PMTs as com-25 pared to a single large PMT. The segmentation of the detection area in the multi-PMT DOM will 26 aid in distinguishing single-photon from multi-photon hits. Two-photon hits can be unambiguously recognized if the two photons hit separate tubes. Photons arriving in a plane wave from a particular 28 direction may be sensed by 7 PMTs on average. The probability that a signal corresponding to two 29 photo-electrons in a single 10-inch PMT is shared by two small PMTs is thus (1 -1/7) ≈ 0.85 [1] .
30
Small PMTs can offer a quantum efficiency above 30%, provide a small transit time spread and do 31 not require shielding from the Earth's magnetic field. Also the reliability of the multi-PMT DOM 32 is higher since a failure of a single PMT will have much less impact on the performance of the 33 total DOM as compared to an optical module housing a single large PMT. Since handling the data 34 flow from the large number of PMTs in such a DOM becomes challenging, a cost-efficient readout 35 system is being developed [1, 5] with complete digitization inside the DOM.
36
The housing of the multi-PMT DOM (Fig. 1) is a transparent 17-inch glass sphere (VITRO- 
45
A mushroom-shaped aluminum structure transfers the heat generated by the DOM electronics 
51
The dense packing constrains the space available for power supply and readout in the center 52 of the DOM. However, the optimal electro-optical design of the PMT leaves extra space between 53 neighboring PMTs on the inner surface of the sphere, surrounding the cathode entrance window 54 (see Fig. 1 ). To exploit this extra space for light collection, a reflector (expansion cone) will be 
The expansion cone: idea and implementation
67
Each PMT in the multi-PMT DOM will be surrounded by an expansion cone designed to collect 
76
For the performance tests, a 3-inch diameter Photonis XP53B20 PMT was used with main 77 characteristics listed in Table 1 . The Photonis XP53B20 tube has a compact Box & Linear struc-78 tured 10-stage electron multiplier allowing a short tube design required for a compact multi-PMT 79 DOM. Moreover, it has a convex-shaped entrance window matched to the curvature of the glass 80 sphere of the optical module ( Fig. 1) . In order to test the idea of such an expansion cone, measure-81 ments with a simplified setup were done. In comparison to the expansion cone to be used in the 
Test bench 88
The performance of the expansion cone was measured using a PMT socket with a built-in pre- of the photocathode homogeneity and sensitivity with respect to position and angle of incidence.
101
The scanning system consisted of two linear stages that allowed scanning in horizontal and vertical dynode pin (Fig. 6) . 
Results
109
A typical measured charge spectrum for a single point on the photocathode (center) is shown in ode) to be 100% (for perpendicular incidence) and investigated the difference for the other points 126 distributed on the photocathode and for various angles of incidence.
127
The relative collection efficiency as a function of the position on the photocathode is shown wall. However, an additional experiment with a cone that could be moved axially has shown,
133
that the observed decrease is not only caused by the effects mentioned above but also by the shift to which the gel is filled (see Fig. 5 ).
138
Since every measured point X ν in the scan along the X direction represents an annulus with a width equal to the distance ∆X ν of neighboring measured points, weights W (X ν ) are applied between data points in the region 10 mm < X < 25 mm resulted in larger weighting factors for 142 these points.
143
Results for the measurements with various angles of incidence are presented in Fig. 9 . The def-144 inition of the sign of the angles of incidence is introduced in Fig. 3 . In order to estimate the benefit 145 of the expansion cone, the gained collection efficiency was calculated. For each angle of incidence 146 the integral C PMT was taken under the collection efficiency curve (Fig. 9) for the range (0 mm, 147 38 mm), corresponding to the light entering directly in the photocathode. The integral C PMT +Cone 148 was taken for the range (0 mm, 46 mm) corresponding to the radial range of the expansion cone to 149 be used in KM3NeT (Fig. 5) . In Section 6 we demonstrate that the procedure of truncating a larger 150 cone provides a realistic estimate of the light collection for the combination of PMT and expansion 151 cone (PMT + Cone). Finally, the gained collection efficiency C gained was estimated as a ratio
where C PMT +Cone and C PMT are the collection efficiencies of the combination PMT + Cone and 153 PMT, respectively.
154
Results for the measurements under various angles of incidence are presented in Fig. 10 , re-
155
vealing an increase in collection efficiency by 30 % on average for angles of incidence from −50 • 156 to +45 • , with a maximum of 35 % for perpendicular incidence. effects for angles in the plane parallel to the Y-axis, measurements with configuration B (Fig. 11) 
160
were performed. Points with radius 41, 42, 43 and 44 mm were chosen to represent the performance 161 of the expansion cone. Results presented in Fig. 12 follow a Gaussian-like distribution and agree
162
well with distributions measured in the plane parallel to the X-axis (see Fig. 10 for comparison,
163
configuration A in Fig. 11 ). The combined results allow to estimate the expansion cone performance 164 rather well from data obtained for angles of incidence varied in one plane. light beam and the larger cone at the radius of the cone which will be implemented in KM3NeT.
186
In order to estimate the collection efficiency integrated over all angles of incidence, a light 187 emitting disk with 50 cm radius, much larger than the one of a PMT (3.8 cm) was simulated at a 188 distance of 5 cm from the photocathode. In total 2×10 6 photons were emitted. The emission points effects (see Section 2 and Fig. 1 ). These two simulated configurations are illustrated in Fig. 16 .
193
To assure that no light is reflected back to the cone or the photocathode, a totally absorbing plane was included in the simulation. The simulation results reveal an increase in the overall sensitivity, 195 integrated over all angles of incidence, by 27%.
196
The collection efficiency as a function of the angle of incidence was simulated. Results are PMT is available for mass production and application in KM3NeT . Note, that the tested expansion 210 cone was larger (exact sizes given in Fig. 4 ) in comparison to the one that will be used in the multi- PMT DOM. However, due to the applied pencil light-beam scanning, it was possible to estimate the realistic performance without edge effects for the expansion cone to be used in the multi-PMT incidence. Ray-tracing simulations estimate an increase of the collection efficiency by 27% inte-217 grated over all angles of incidence. Simulations and experiments have shown that the edges of the 218 photocathode are located higher than expected because of lacking information on the photocathode 219 geometry. This effect decreases the cone performance. In the future, precise information on the 220 photocathode geometry will be required from the producer. The proper alignment of the expan-221 sion cone relative to the axial position of the photocathode is important to minimize the dip in the 222 collection efficiency at the contact between the expansion cone and the surface of the PMT.
223
A pencil light-beam has been applied in order to be able to scan precisely the collection ef- 
228
In order to obtain the final performance figures of the expansion cone in KM3NeT, measure-229 ments under realistic conditions in sea water and with PMTs mounted in a glass sphere will soon 230 be possible using a DOM deployed in ANTARES.
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